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know me? I'm an opponent, and that's my story. I am the voice that is within you, and that makes you doubt even my existence. I am depressed, angry, jealous, anxious, fearful, false pride and selfish behavior. I thrive on necessity and frustration, negativity and cynicism. But there's a secret I'm going to reveal for the first time: no matter
how low I knocked you down, you have the power to change it. Using the literary instrument of the autobiography as it is said, Yehuda Berg explains in this book the true nature of the Enemy, according to ancient Kabbalistic wisdom. In it we learn that Satan (which translates from Aramaic as an adversary) is not the name of a demon with
horns, but a description of the opposite force that is within all of us, manifesting itself as a recurring voice of uncertainty and negativity, spreading chaos around the world. Indeed, Satan is actually a different name to the Ego, that part of ourselves, which stands in the way of our connection with the Light, a source of all positive energy. As
Satan tells us in this book, he is also our double of dangerous scenes whose job it is to take on our pain, if only we let him do it. But it requires us to defeat him in competitions that he constantly provokes; and now that he confesses his secrets in this book, we can finally do it. With a fascinating and conversational style, Yehuda Berg
describes Satan's usual battles against us, and offers us the tools of Kabbalah to win; because, as the book shows, Satan is actually on our side and wants us to win. By understanding Satan's working methods and doing spiritual work that is the purpose of our lives, we can finally eliminate the chaos in the world. Then Satan can leave
and we can live in peace, joy and perfection, that God is destiny for us. Order: Relevance Afford Author Price Price Date Item Types Books (16) Prices from 200 to 300 pesos (4) from 300 to 800 pesos (12) RUSTICA Formats (15) PASTA DURA (1) Availability (4) BERG, YEHUDA Delete Filter Remove Filters -20% BERG, YEHUDA
$290.40 $363.00 -20% BERG, YEGUDA $262.40 $328.00 -20% BERG, IEDA $262.40 $328.00 -20% BERG, YEGUDA $272.80 $341.00 -20% BERG , IGUDA $262.40 $328.00 -20% BERG , IGUDA $224.80 $281.00 BERG, IEHUDA $228.80 $286.00 -20% BERG, YEHUDA $239.20 $299.00 -20% BERG, IEHUDA $352.00 $440.00 -20%
BERG, IEDUDA $261.60 $327.00 -20% BERG, YEHUDA $232.00 $290.00 -20% BERG, IEHUDA $392.00 $490.00 -20% BERG, IEHUDA $404.00 $505.00 -20% BERG, IGUDA $392.00 $490.00 -20% BERG, IGUDA $26 2.40 $328.00 -20% BERG, YEHUDA $268.80 $336.00 This website uses cookies like its own and third parties to
improve your browsing experience. If you continue browsing, we believe you are accepting its use. More information Sort by Accessibility Title Author Price Date Edition Right now you have in the hands of a revolution masquerading as a book. This new volume by the bestselling author Yehude Berg, based on the secret tools and wisdom
of Kabbalah - the science of the world's oldest truth - transfo right now in your hands revolution disguised as a book. This new volume by the author... KABBALA PUBLISHING / 978-1-57189-572-1 978-1-57189-572-1 yehuda berg libros pdf. yehuda berg libros pdf gratis. yehuda berg libros en español. yehuda berg libros gratis. descargar
yehuda berg libros gratis. libros de yehuda berg en español pdf gratis
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